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Abstract— Securing information system is one of major
concerns today specially for sensitive work including
confidential or financial information. Although with the huge
evolution of enhancing the network security in the past few
years hackers have been developing their attack methods
making their intrusion detection a difficult mission. Despite of
the importance of the firewall device as the guards of the front
gate of the system network security intrusion detection system
has been proving themselves as a key players in the defense plan
in the past few years achieving amazing performance and
accuracy to only for detecting sophisticated attacks but giving
the advantage of auditing the system security in order to
enhance it and making the intrusion as hard as possible. Traffic
analysis is essential in that job since the capabilities traffic
analysis provide to only help detecting new types of attacks
especially but also with proper configuration can help detection
attack that has no known patterns or signatures especially with
the fact that intruders always develop, evaluate, and upgrade
their ways to gain unauthorized access to information system
resources. Finally the detailed and vital information about the
attack details always help filling the security holes and fixing the
system vulnerabilities and enhancing the information system
security.

determine the user and processes concerning any event
compromising system security.
B. Network based IDS
Network-based IDS is concerned with the events and
activities in the network, monitoring the network activities
and the traffic passing through a network in order to compare
that traffic with a database of so called signatures known to be
associated with malicious activity and the traffic passing
through system and scanning packets for patterns indicating
any suspicious activity.
C. Hybrid IDS:
Hybrid IDS combines several technologies of both Network
based IDS and Host based IDS in a complex way to achieve
better discovery of intrusion attempts providing better
efficiency and proven as very good method to detect and
respond unknown and new intrusion attempts .
III. IDS TECHNIQUES:
These techniques are implemented whether it was Host-based
IDS or Network-based IDS.

Index Terms— Securing information system, IDS, network
investigation

I. IDS INTRODUCTION
Intrusion can be defined by discovering and responding to
incidents and malicious activities targeting the system and
compromising information systems resources.
The main function of IDS is to detect unauthorized access to
resources and their misusage or any attempts of system
intrusion and generate alarm for any action compromising
information systems security.
II. IDS TYPES
There are three major types of intrusion detection systems ,
these three types were classified Based on the sources of the
audit information used by each intrusion detection system as a
host-based IDS or Network – based IDS or Hybrid IDS .
A. Host Based IDS
Host-based IDS watch over the activity on an individual
computer such as a single desktop or server reporting any
suspicious activity or incident compromising system security .
Due to the fact the HIDS access the local O.S and file
structure and it as more platform specific, it has the ability to
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A. Anomaly Detecting
Anomaly detection depend on defining a profile of normal
usage through modeling the normal behavior of the network
as a noise characterization and anything significantly deviates
from that noise will be considered as suspicious activity or an
attempt of intrusion .
The detection of Novell attack is a great advantage of this
method along with the ability to detect new threats and
unknown attacks the configuration a major and complex issue
to decide what can trigger the alarm.
B. Misuse Detection
Depending on the characteristics of known attacks and
system vulnerabilities to detect intrusion. They refer to attack
following well defined patterns; if a pattern is matched they
indicate an intrusion process. Despite the ease of deployment
and update there are some disadvantage like need of update
and the lack of the ability to detect unknown or new attacks .
C. Target Monitoring
Its main concern is about discovering the modification of a
specific file lacking the need of constant observation and
mentoring and put in mind an important fact that this action
actually takes place after the intrusion process making it more
like a corrective action.
D. Stealth Probes
Targeting intruders operating over a long a long period of
time, which is a common hacking behavior, time is an
important factor especially if the target is well protected and
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need a lot of intrusion attempt to grant unauthorized access to
system resources.
Stealth probes collect a massive amount of data through a
considerable long time and inspecting any suspicious
behavior.

A proper configuration of Smoothtech IDS is an essential
procedure to achieve the desired successful fort forwarding,
the next step will be launching attack and observe network
traffic analysis in order to catch the attack and generate the
alarms regarding the launched attack on the web server in
statistical and graphical form .

IV. TRAFFIC ANALYSIS
Fig 1 shows web server configuration using VMware
environment (the victim)

IDS traffic plays an important role as function that helps
achieving the appropriate defense plan. IDS Traffic analysis
is vital when performing network investigation due the
importance of the information that the IDS can provide
regarding any security incident compromising system security
and the time of the incident , the source host , the targeted
destination and an advance ability to classify the severity of
the incidents , so depending on these vital information the
appropriate procedures and corrective actions would be taken
to immune the security system and make the intrusion process
as hard as possible .
A lot of work is done through the sensors accomplishing
important tasks like monitoring network traffic and
generation alarms in any case of suspicious activity whether it
came from inside the network like a legitimate user abusing
recourses or from outside the network as an intrusion attempt,
helping to take the proper corrective action and save the
records for more detailed later investigation in order to fix
vulnerabilities and security hole and enhance system security.

Fig 2 shows web server database

V. PORT FORWARDING
Port forwarding is used to accomplish incoming TCP or UDP
connection to distant device. For a connection between a
source and a destination port forwarding will allow an
intermediate host securing the connection and to forbidding
direct connection between source and destination as it resides
at the middle specially for cases which the end point is a
server which should be secured and its information should
remain confidential and at the same time connected and
functioning properly by in a secure fashion.
IDS proper configuration of port forwarding will accomplish
secure communication between two endpoints listening to
ports and forwarding arriving packet to.

Fig 3 shows application on the web server and displays clearly
its IP address.

VI. SIMULATION
In this simulation three devices were implemented , the first
one is the intruder host using a software of Acunetix Web
Vulnerability Scanner in order to attack a victim –the second
device -which is an application in a web server over a
VMware environment . the third device is the IDS using
Smoothec IDS for its functionality and reliability .
In the first step (before implementing IDS) the outsider device
can reach the web server directly through its IP address, the
next step an IDS was implemented to perform the mission of
port forwarding in order to keep confidentiality of server
addressing though IDS port listening and fort forwarding
restricting the connection through IDS and keeping the web
server connected securely.
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Fig 4 shows logs before attack displaying one activity as
physical logging

Fig 10 displaying the application requested by outsider host
with the IP address of the IDS instead of the IP address of the
server as a result of using port forwarding as configured in
the past steps.

Figure 5 , show Smoothtech IDS IDS ports,

Fig 11 shows the attack launched on the web server through IP
address .

Figure 6, 7, 8 show Smoothtech IDS configuration .

Fig 12 shows the attack launched on the web server and its
applications .

Fig 13 , 14 , 15 , 16 and 17 show the alarms generated due the
attack launched on the server classified by the IDS due to the
severity of the attack.

Figure 9 show Smoothtech IDS and configuration to
implement of port forwarding successfully.
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VIII. CONCLUSION
IDS if perfectly deployed and well configured will contribute
greatly in discovering attacks and suspicious activities
compromising networks security, intrusion detection systems
play a major goal not only reporting suspicious activities and
generate alarms in case of any intrusion attempt bust also
provide the ability to audit the system security in order to
provide much secure environments of information systems.
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VII. RECOMMEDNATIONS
Enhancing the security of information system is a major target
of using IDS Through live surveillance and network
monitoring in order to analyze network traffic reporting any
suspicious incident with an alert giving all needed details
concerning security incident.
Traffic analysis can definitely improve network security along
with the usage of signature matching providing more
detection efficiency, whether these analysis took place
monitoring the characteristic of a single host or being done
over the entire network is essential to identify any activity
compromising network security Traffic analysis can also
provide high level of intrusion detection on new attacks which
a great deal facing IDS techniques due to their usage of
signatures making it hard to be discovered, giving the traffic
analysis the advantage of the detection of these unknown or
new attacks.
By providing detailed information such as attack course,
destination, time and generating alerts depending on attack
severity IDS traffic analysis provide great assistance and
guidance to security analysts, helping them to take the right
procedures and the proper actions to fix network
vulnerabilities and to secure network resources and protect it
from intrusion.
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